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1 )                                
   The aim of this paper is to present two models of historical cognition and
representation, based on the materials of the Mande (Mali) and the Hausa (Nigeria and
Niger) of West Africa, and to examine these models by applying them to other cases
taken from Africa and Japan. After such elaboration, these models may serve to make
clear, beyond the limit of these societies, some aspects of history, in particular, the role
played by  voice and writing in historical representations, as well as to study the
questions of periodization and chronology in general.
   The first model the «Epic» is based mainly on the case of the epic of Sunjaata, the
legendary founder of the ancient Empire of Mali. In the Mande societies, which formed
the core of the ancient Mali Empire, the griots (jeli), or the endogamous, professional
epic singers, still today sing the epic of Sunjaata, with his famous «Empire of gold»
known even in the Mediterranean world of the 14th century. However, the Empire was
eclipsed in the second half of the 15th century, being conquered and replaced by the
Songhay Empire in this same area of the Niger Bend. Consequently, the descendants of
its monarchs are no longer known. The griots themselves do not tell the genealogy of
the emperors of the Mali Empire. They praise only the great founder and tell his life
history, full of wonders and miracles, and thus they revive in the imagination of the
audience the past glory of the Empire.
   The stylized vocal presentation of the epic which is accompanied by a string
instrument, generally taking several hours, is full of oral composition, in Albert Lord’s
sense, or improvisation with a set of formulas from each singer’s stock. Consequently,
we cannot determine one definte or authentic version of this epic. The Mande audience
shares the memory of its remote and glorious past. We can say that the audience forms
an «epic community»; the audience knows the story in every detail and enjoys the
performatory skill of the singer.
   The epic of Sunjaata has always been vocally presented by the Mande griots and
transmitted among them, although its various versions have been transcribed with
Roman letters by researchers (note 1).
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   The second model, or the «Chronicle», is taken from the chronicle of the kings (sarkii)
of the Hausa society which has constituted a group of walled city states since
approximately the 10th century in the eastern part of the interior of West Africa. In the
Hausa society, Arabic letters were used rather early to transcribe the Hausa language
which belongs to the same Afro-Asiatic language family as Arabic. Furthermore, about
a quarter of the Hausa vocabulary is of Arabic origin.
   In Kano, one of the most important Hausa states, the king’s palace conserves a list of
kings written using Arabic letters, commonly called «The Kano Chronicle» (taariihiin
kano). This existing manuscript must have been copied in the 1890s, and contains a
description of the 48 kings from the founder Bagaudaa, who reigned perhaps between
999 and 1063, up to Muhammad Bello, who reigned from 1883 up to 1892. It is thought
that originally the preceding oral traditions on the past kings were written at an earlier
time by a stranger who had come to Kano from North Africa. In this chronicle, for each
king, besides the years of reign in anno Hegirae, there are fairly detailed descriptions
written in a dry tone (note 2).
   During the colonial period, under the British «indirect rule», the Hausa traditional
political system was preserved, and after the independence of Nigeria, the Hausa
Emirates have remained as a fairly autonomous system within the Federal Republic.
Thus, different from the case of the Mali Empire, succeeding kings have reigned after
Muhammad Bello until today.
   In the Hausa society, there are also the «Songs of Bagaudaa» (waakaar bagaudaa),
which are sung by unofficial and even nonprofessional singers. In these songs, after the
praises of King Bagaudaa, the founder of the Kano state, there follows a list of kings,
with brief remarks often on a king’s virtues along with the duration of the reign,
generally exagerated, but these songs differ from the Kano Chronicle by not having
absolute dates (note 3).
   Starting from these materials, two models, «Epic» and «Chronicle», with opposite
orientations, can be conceived. Their principal characteristics may be presented, in a
simplified scheme, as follows:

 Epic                                   Chronicle

The past, internalized in the singer,      The present externalized in

 revived in the present by his voice         writing and sent into the past by the chronicler

Absolute dates annihilated              Absolute dates important

Competence of the voice capital          Writing efficient

Message sender present and             Message sender invisible

the situation of the performance           and transmission depends rather on
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 important.                              the receiver’s attitude

Praising or memorial in function         Describing or recording in function

Paradigmatic representation of the past  Syntagmatic representation of the past

Performative character of the            Informative character of the message

 message presentation                    transmission

 (the attractiveness of what is told)         (the dignity of truth)

Emotive perception by                   Intellectual comprehension by

 the audience                             the receiver

Audience as «client» enjoys             Message receivers concerned

 the message «framed» in                  with the contents of the message

 relation to real life                        in real life

   Needless to say, these models represent the «ideal types» for  operational use. In
reality, the opposite orientations of these models are found together in a society, in
different degrees, overlapping with each other. In order to see their heuristic value, I
will try to apply them to the ancient Mosi Kingdom (Burkina Faso) in the interior of
West Africa, which is situated geographically between the above mentioned two
societies, those of Mande and Hausa, and has received many influences from both of
them.

2 )                                 
   The ancient Mosi Kingdom, composed of a group of interrelated dynasties, is
supposed to have been founded in the 15th century, by  horsemen warriors who
established their domination over the indigenous people depending on slash-and-burn
millet cultivation. As this kingdom was well organized as a traditional political system,
the French colonial government preserved and used it as a local administrative organ.
This subordinate, administrative role without sovereignty of the ancient kingdom
continued even after independence in 1960. Thus, the traditional court organization
persists, and the royal ceremonies accompanied by the recitation of the dynastic history
are still publicly performed today (note 4).
   Among the several dynasties, I studied mainly that of Tenkodogo, which is located in
the south and considered the most ancient Mosi dynasty. In the Mosi society, the drum
language is well developed, and the dynastic history is «recited» in public, by means of
the drum sounds, at several ceremonial occasions of the court. At certain important
royal ceremonies, the drummed history performed by the chief drummer (ben-naaba) is
translated phrase by phrase into the Mosi language (moore) by a subordinate drummer,
who recites it in a loud voice with a definite style for the attendants, usually  numbering
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in the hundreds.
   The drum used for the official recitation of the dynastic history is a drum called
bendre, made of the shell of a huge, spheric calabash, the upper part of which is cut off
and covered with a goat skin. It is beaten by both bare hands. At the center of the
membrane, the drummer puts the tuning paste in a disc shape. Therefore, according to
the place on the membrane, and depending on the way the membrane is beaten by the
different parts of the two hands, the drummer can produce sounds of great varieties.
   This type of drum is suitable for reproducing the delicate suprasegmental features of
the utterances of a tone language like moore, which has a rather complicated tonal
system called the «terraced level tonal system». This type of drum has been highly
developed in the Mosi society  as a talking drum, although calabash-made resonnance
case drums of similar kinds are also found in other neighboring societies of West Africa
(note 5).
   There is a special patri-lineage of the drummers of bendre in service to  the royal
court, and the boys born in this lineage are trained, from early childhood, to beat
correctly the long dynastic history, by one or two senior members of the lineage, who
usually are not the boy’s own father. Through a long and strict training from childhood,
the movements of the hands to beat the bendre become a chain reflex action, or so to
speak a sort of «bodily memory», and the recitation of the dynastic history is imprinted
in the body of the drummer.
   In my own experience, if a traditionalist-drummer is asked to tell a part of the royal
genealogy when he does not have his bendre with him, he has some difficulty to tell it
and says that his drum is not there. However, once he gets his bendre, and begins to beat
it, his memory revives, and he can recite the royal genealogy with no difficulty,
although it is not written on the bendre. Thus, the physical training of drumming serves
as a mnemonic device to stabilize the orally transmitted historical tradition.
   From the analysis of the drumming compared with the oral recitation of the same
historical tradition, it has been confirmed that the drum sounds are more stable and
unvarying than the oral ones. This can be understood by the fact that not only is the
chain reflex of the hands more firm than the verbal memory, but also the distinctive
elements for the sound communication used in the drum language are far less numerous
than those which are used in the oral one (of course this fact is paired with greater
ambiguity in the former).
   Thus, we can qualify the Mosi drum language as a sort of «sound writing» from the
viewpoint of two characteristics of writing as compared with the orality of verbal
communication, namely: (1) a greater capacity to transmit a message in space (the
sounds of bendre are perceived within a radius of 4, even 6 kilometers in the night or
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early morning in this flat savannah) and in time (by the transmission from generation to
generation among the court drummers), and (2) the ability to refer repeatedly to the
same message.
   However, at the same time, it shows characteristics opposite to those of writing on
four important points, namely: (1) the drum language eliminates the segmental features
of the spoken language, whereas writing does not reproduce the suprasegmentals; (2)
writing, annihilating time, fixes the message in a two-dimensional visual world, which
enables the receiver to have an active, intellectual and individualized access to the
message, whereas the drum language transmits the message in a one-dimensional
acoustic world, which constrains the receiver to passive, emotive and collective
reception of the message; (3) writing enables one to stop and reflect as one pleases in
both sending and receiving a message, which is essential to deepen or to develop the
content of the message, whereas in the case of drum language, this intellectual reflection
is not possible; and (4) writing also enables the communication beyond dialectal
differences of a language, while the drum language, by the difference of coding
particular to different dynasties of different regions, makes mutual understanding
impossible, though by the same Mosi language which serves as the basis of the drum
language, the inhabitants of these regions can communicate easily with each other in
spite of some dialectal differences. In this sense, I would like to qualify the drum
language as consisting of «languages within a language».
   From the preceding arguments, I am led to qualify the Mosi drum language as a
«sound writing », but it is «writing in reverse» (note 6).

3 )                                  
   Thus placing the drum language between writing and the voice as a means of verbal
communication, we can understand that the opposition between the two is not absolute.
Among the vocal representations of the past, based on their fixedness and durability, we
can recognize some levels which are nearer to the written text, the extreme of which is
that of the drum language. From the point of view of «sound culture», or the integrated
whole of all sound communication, vocal or instrumental, conceived within their socio-
cultural context, the geographical variation of the sound instruments’ distribution in the
interior parts of West Africa becomes particularly interesting. Among the Mande,
various types of large cordophones with huge resonance cases of calabash and with
many strings (up to 21 strings), classified as harp-lutes by musicologists, like kora,
donzongoni or simbi, or small four stringed pluck lutes, like ngoni are widely used to
accompany the vocal performance of the epic. These plucked string instruments with
fairly great volume are suitable to give rhythmic vigor to the vocal recitation, as well as,
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by their occasional long interlude, to increase the musical attractiveness of the epic
performance.
   Presenting a striking contrast to this aspect of the Mande sound culture, among the
Hausa, the plucked string instruments are extremely poor. At most, we can cite the
group of garaya, a two-stringed lute with a small wooden body-resonator. A single-
stringed bowed lute of little sound volume and with no rhythmic sound, the googee,
which must have been introduced from North Africa sometime after the era of the
advance of the Ottoman Empire to the eastern part of Maghreb in the 16th century, is
widely used, but  particularly to evoke the spirit, bori, for the possession cult. Instead,
two elaborated aerophones, kakaki, an extremely long brass-made trumpet, and alghaita,
a double reeded wooden pipe, also of North African origin, and various hour-glass
drums with tuning thongs are known, but they are not designated to accompany vocal
recitation or chants. These instrumental sounds are respectively designated in
hierarchical order to accompany the coming out of the king and other high-rank
officials, but without verbal praising (note 7).
   In both societies, they use the techniques of transfering verbal messages by means of
certain instrumental sounds, with drums, whistles or a sort of stamping tube made from
the calabash, but not in an elaborated and systematic way as in the Mosi Kingdom, to
recite a long dynastic history. Moreover, it is worthwhile to note that among the Mosi
people neither large harp-lutes of the Mande type, nor refined aerophones of the Hausa
type are found, although these societies share the same trait that the sound culture is
closely related to a centralized political power which, in order to legitimatize its
domination, needs the «history» and its vocal presentation  in public.
  We should not try to explain these facts by simple cause and effect, but it is
worthwhile to note that among the Mande, where even though the penetration of the
Islamic civilization (since the 8th century) was older than in the Hausa society, the use
of Arabic letters to transcribe the Mande historical oral traditions has been absent. Was
the fact that the art of vocal performance accompanied by large plucked cordophones
had been developed   a cause or an effect, or at least one of the conditions for the
absence of writing? On the other hand, the Hausa, though their language does have
certain affinity with Arabic, tended to attach importance to writing. Formed later, under
the influence from these two, the Mosi Kingdom has elaborated their drum language
system, as a «sound writing» but «in reverse», as I have qualified it.

4 )
   The overlapping character of the two models is also discernible in the Mosi dyanstic
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history itself. In the case of the Tenkodogo dynasty, I can count the names of «about»
30 kings, from the founder to the present king. I am obliged to put the word «about»,
because of their naming system. In the Mosi language, moore, as in many other
languages of sub-saharan Africa, there is no «proper noun for a person» as a
grammatical category. However,  by attaching a particle «a», which is identical to the
singular form of the personal pronoun for the third person, it is understood that the
reference is made to a person.
   At his coronation and during his reign a king takes several «battle names» (sg. zab-
yuure; pl. zab-yuya), which consist of, not a single word, but a phrase which has the
function of a maxim, expressed through metaphors of plants, animals and natural
phenomena. In a simplified manner, a king is designated by a word taken from one main
battle name, with the particle «a».
   However, in the recitation of the dynastic history, royal ancestors’ names are called in
principle by their full battle names in genealogical order, from the founder to the present
king. Unless there is a supplementary oral tradition attached to it, whereby certain
phrases are defined as a king’s name, we are unable to draw a distinction between the
phrases for different kings, as well as between the phrases for the battle name of a king
and those for depictions which are also constructed of the same kind of metaphors as the
king’s battle name. That’s why the individuality of a past king is not always clear.
   Nevertheless, in the initial part, which corresponds to the most remote period, the
kings’ names are designated by a single word, accompanied by the particle a. The local
people, including the royal drummers, explain this by saying that because of the
remoteness in time, their full battle names have been forgotten. I think it is not because
of forgetting. I think we can discern there two phases of dynastic history, in each of
which the functions of the kings’ personal names are different.
   The initial part of the dynastic history concerns the origin of the kingdom, and for this
part, the oral histories transmitted in different dynasties cite the same ancestors’ names,
and this fact seems to us quite comprehensive because these dynasties are thought to be
originated from the same stem. Furthermore, this part is related, not only by the official
court drummers but also by ordinary old men, as a traditional epic, without a prescribed
style. Only some personal names from this origin legend are cited in the formally fixed
recitation of the dynastic drum history.
   In this origin legend, it can be considered that each name of the main characters, in the
form of a word, carries a definite meaning which together constitute the total meaning
of the message of the legend. The legend comprises some mythical elements, but as the
story of the foundation of a kingdom by a certain powerful stranger, can be considered
rather realistic in the West African context. By continuing to trace back the origin
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legend to former kingdoms, I find that in a chain of the same type of legends, a
structurally identical message is repeated (note 8).

   Consequently, the person’s name as a word in the primordial part of the dynastic
history is not the result of forgetting, but rather that their names express, in the
paradigmatic relations of names as the constitutive elements, a certain message which
explains and justifies the origin of the political and military domination by the stranger.
However, in the succeeding parts, the names of the kings, whose genealogical relations
as well as their reigns are retained in the oral traditions, are called one after another, in a
syntagmatic way, by their full battle names.
   The same kind of succession of phases in a historical description is  also found in
other cases, for instance in the Kojiki, the most ancient book written (in the 8th century)
on Japanese history. This book, by the order of a TennÙ, was realized by writing down
the preceding oral traditions and by compiling the scattered written texts. It was written
by transcribing the ancient Japanese language by means of Chinese letters, just as the
Hausa language was transcribed by using the Arabic letters. The book consists of three
volumes. In the first volume, the myth of the origin of Japan is presented. In this part,
the name of each god carries a certain meaning which constitutes an element of a
paradigmatic message, on the process of the formation of the land in the midst of the
chaotic space, and the creation of the first male and female humans, the birth of their
children, the descent from heaven on to the newly formed land which is Japan, of the
first ancestors of TennÙ, and so on.
   This first volume is called by the Japanese researchers «the volume of the story of the
gods», whereas volumes 2 and 3 are called «the volumes of the story of humans». The
second volume begins with Jimmu TennÙ, or the TennÙ who is considered the founder
of the Yamato dynasty, and starting from him, for each TennÙ, there is the description
of his descent, deeds, age at death as well as the location of his tomb. However, in the
depiction of the second volume, we still recognize many mythical elements which share
in common some characteristics with those found in other Asiatic myths. It is in the
third volume, which begins with Nintoku, the 16th TennÙ counting from Jimmu and
believed to have reigned in the first half of the 5th century, and under whose era
Confucianism was first introduced to Japan, that the real story of humans is described.
   The similitude with the Mosi dynastic history is evident. We cannot know exactly
which parts of the Kojiki were first written down from the oral tradition. From the
preface of the book, it is probable that the part of the TennÙ’s chronicle with much
exact data is the result of the compilation of preceding written documents. But what is
interesting as to the relation between voice and writing is the fact that all sources had
been once kept in the memory of a person who was considered to be able to do it, and
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then it was told again to be written down. There must have been a belief in the power of
the voice, identified with the breath, the source of life, and the authentic history should
be told by voice with breath.

5 )                                   
   Neither in the dynastic history of the Mosi Kingdom, nor in that of the ancient Japan,
is an absolute dating system beyond the duration of the reign of each king or TennÙ
used.
   In Mosi society, where the agriculture of several kinds of millet is the base of
subsistence, the king is first the marker of the cyclical time of the year, by initiating
himself the annual rite of basga by offering to the ancestors the new harvest with which
the new year begins. The king is also the marker of the non-cyclical duration of time, by
his reign. The Mosi people refer to a past event by the name of the king during whose
reign it  occurred.
   However, at the same time, the continuity of the kingship is to be preserved, and the
impurity of death is a strict taboo. A king never makes a call of condolence even on his
near kin. When a king dies, they do not say that the king has died, but he has gone
traveling, and during the interregnum, a daughter of the deceased king is nominated
napoaka, or «the female king», wearing the clothes and the royal bonnet of her father, to
fill ritually the vacancy of the kingship in the court. The Mosi kings have had close
relations with long distance Muslim traders, giving them protection, and receiving from
them certain economic profit, but to maintain the ritual basis of the pagan kingship, the
king himself has never been converted fully to Islam. Some of the Muslim calendrical
rites, like Id al-Adha, or the festival of the sacrifice of sheep, in Mosi language called
kibsa, have been integrated into the Mosi king’s annual rites, and Friday is chosen for
performing certain royal ceremonies. However, never have the Hegira or Christian year
been adopted in Mosi society as the basis of chronological reference.
   The legend of origin of the Mosi Kingdom, like the myth of origin of the Japanese
TennÙ dynasty, tells how it began, but does not tell how it will end. Perhaps their
concept of the world is too closely related to a political society, or to their nation, and
could not have an orientation to the universe or to mankind, like the concept of the
universe expressed in Genesis. Can we consider such a universal-oriented concept of the
world, with its chronological idea, as one of many local varieties found in the world, or
is it really unique and perhaps superior to other local ones ? The people who believed in
the concept of Genesis have in reality expanded and «conquered» materially and even
morally many peoples of the globe, thus giving to their culture a «global» character.
   To find an answer to this question, even starting from the question of the millennium,
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certainly first we must multiply the well studied materials on local varieties. If we try to
apply the two models presented here, which are elaborated from African materials, to
Christian chronology before the spread of the use of the B.C. chronology in the 18th
century, certainly the events which occurred during the several thousands of years
attributed to the period of Genesis should be considered as elements constituting a
paradigmatic message, in the same sense of the Mosi and Japanese examples discussed
above, but on a larger scale.
   After the secularization of Christian chronology by the introduction of B.C., we
should continue to study the ancient Christian chronology for its own value, as an
important «local» model with a strong «universal» orientation, in comparison with other
«local» models with a strong «particular» orientation, like the Mosi and Japanese myths
on the origin of their respective political societies. It would allow us to determine in the
domain of the historical concept, too, what is really universal-global and what is really
particular-local.
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